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Unique directory all about the kids
By Doris Strub Epstein
Tribune Correspondent

TORONTO – When Jeremy
Ansell arrived in Canada from
Israel eight years ago, with his
wife Eden and little son Max, he,
like many immigrants, felt lost
and confused.
Not only did he need to seek a
way of making a living, but also
he needed information on the
best schools, doctors and services for Max.
“As a new immigrant, I found
it difficult to find information
relating to children and what
was available to us in our neighbourhood, Richmond Hill,” he
said.
Thus was born Got My Kids. A
unique concept, it is an annual
directory geared to specific residential areas that is a resource

for families about what services
and products are available to
them. Ansell describes it as an
all-encompassing parent directory for kids, mailed free to
every single house and geared to
local areas.
“I threw caution to the wind
and took a huge risk,” he said
from his spacious office in Richmond Hill. “I launched Richmond Hill, Vaughan and Thornhill my first year. The first issues
came out in January 2004. My
clients were ecstatic. The only
other ways they could advertise
were the yellow pages, local
newspapers and direct mail.
Ninety nine per cent came
back.”
The next product was a smaller version of the annual directory, published four times a year.
“What next?” he asked himself.

Superior limousine service
and vehicles
Guaranteed
customer satisfaction
www.stingraylimo.com
Tel: (416) 977-LIMO
email:
rsvp@stingraylimo.com

Don’t settle for less service
for a low price. Choose a limousine
company that cares about your needs
for a reasonable rate!

“How do I grow?”
He began to investigate the
possibility of franchising. It took
him a year to investigate and talk
with experts, including famed
franchise
lawyer
Larry
Wineberg.
Last March he applied and was
accepted by the Canadian Franchise Association. He began
marketing and looking for franchisees in April 2006.
“Within my first 11 months of
franchising, I’ve already awarded 14 territories,” he said smiling. “My lawyer told me not to
expect five in my first year.”
His is one of the fastest growing Canadian-owned and -operated franchises. In addition to
five corporate-owned territories,
Ansell enlisted 13 franchisees
within the first three months and
has a waiting list of eager
prospects from across Canada.
At first he spent thousands on
designing and printing the publications.
“Then I decided it’s better if I
do everything myself. So I got
myself my first designer and
haven’t looked back since.”
He founded Ansell Publishing,
which handles all the creative
design, print and web work for
all the franchisees. This move
made him totally self-sufficient.
Got My Kids published and distributed its annual guide free to

one million households in January 2007 via Canada Post. Now
there is an enhanced Web version that allows visitors to flip
through interactive-guides, add
sticky notes, email pages and
link to additional information. It
is updated daily as client information changes.
Weinberg calls Ansell “an
innovative trailblazer who
appears to have devised a new
way to capture and cater to a
coveted, niche demographic –
parents.”
His latest innovation is a Got
My Kids Savings Card. It cost
$20 per year. Cardholders save
hundred of dollars on discounts
on kid-oriented products and
services from retailers, summer
camps, party venues, education
providers, recreational facilities
and other activities and attractions.
“A parent can save more than
$1,000 in a year with this card,”
he said.
Two dollars from every card is
donated to the Autism Society of
Canada or Starlight Starbright
Children’s foundation Canada.
The buyer chooses. If purchased
through the schools, the school
receives an additional $2.
So parents can find the
resources they need right in
their own community, while saving money and supporting worthy charitable causes, he said.
Ansell, at 36, is a controlled
whirlwind of energy. He runs up
and down the metal steps of his
multi-level office like a young
boy. Medium height, lithe and
quick, his focus, he said, at this
stage of his life, is first his family

– including three sons, nine,
three and three months – and
building his business.
That leaves him no time for
anything else except, whenever
he can squeeze it in, a special
form of martial arts he enjoys.
Ansell was born and educated
in England where he received
post-graduate degrees in marketing and business. His parents
still live in London.
After university, he attended
the World Union of Jewish Students (WUJS) Program for university graduates in Israel. It was

there he met his wife – “it was
love at first sight” – an audiologist.
They made aliyah and lived in
Israel for five years before coming to Toronto where Eden has
family. In Israel he was a music
producer and DJ.
But he dreams one day of
returning to Israel.
“I see myself, when I get older
spending a good part of the year
there, especially in the Negev
which I love. You’ve never experienced such stillness….”
Got My Kids in Hebrew?

Israel holds civil defense drill
JERUSALEM (JTA) – Israel held a nationwide civil defence drill last
week. Sirens sounded throughout Israeli cities as security forces
acted out responses to various wartime scenarios, including salvoes
of chemical-tipped missiles and major terrorist attacks. Officials
described the daylong exercise as routine, but commentators said it
aimed to prepare for a potential confrontation with Iran and implement the lessons learned from last year’s Lebanon war, when Hezbollah rocket salvoes caught much of northern Israel unprepared.

Trust and estate seminars
back for second year
TORONTO – B’nai Brith Canada is proud of its Lawyers’ Division that focuses on issues of
importance to Canadians, in
general, and to Canadian Jews
in particular. A component of
the Lawyers’ Division is to aid
solicitors in serving the Jewish
community by sharpening their
expertise in their particular
field of practice through continuing education.
The Trust and Estates Group
of B’nai Birth achieves these
goals through a series of seminars for professional development. By bringing lawyers and
accountants together in such a
forum they are better enabled
to serve our community.
On Wednesday, May 9,
2007, four well-respected
lawyers in the field of Estates
and Trusts will be addressing
a group on particular issues
of interest. The Jewish Tribune will be profiling the
four speakers in editions
leading up to the event. The
lawyers presenting at this
upcoming seminar are Ann
Elise Alexander of Torkin
Manes Cohen Arbus LLP; Ian
Hull of Hull & Hull; Archie

ANN ELISE ALEXANDER

IAN HULL

ARCHIE RABINOWITZ

CHARLES B. WAGNER

Rabinowitz of Fraser Milner
Casgrain LLP and Charles B.
Wagner, Chair, Trust &
Estates Group.
This coming seminar is
sponsored by B’nai Brith
Canada, and Scotia Private
Client Group. This year’s
event will take place at Bistro
Grande, 1000 Eglinton Ave.

W., Toronto. Registration and
Buffet Breakfast is at 7.30
a.m. with presenters commencing at 8 a.m. – 10 a.m.
The participation fee is $30.
For more information and
registration, please contact
Hyla Reichmann at (416)
633-6224 ext. 128 or email:
hreichmann@bnaibrith.ca.
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Rohr literary prize symbolizes new stature of Jewish culture
By Sue Fishkoff

SAN FRANCISCO (JTA) – It’s
been a very good year for Tamar
Yellin.
Last fall, the British writer and
teacher won Hadassah magazine’s Ribalow Prize for her
2005 novel The Genizah at the
House of Shepher, as well as the
Reform Judaism Prize for Jewish
Literature for Kafka in Bronteland, her 2006 short story collection.
This week, Genizah bagged

yet another honour when it won
the first Sami Rohr Prize for
Jewish Literature, an award for
outstanding work by an emerging writer that carries a whopping $100,000 purse.
“I’m thrilled and feeling slightly dizzy,” said Yellin, reached at
her home on the Yorkshire
moors in the north of England.
That’s understandable. The
Rohr Prize is the largest in the
Jewish literary world, and one of
the largest literary awards of any
kind.

Part of the burgeoning world
of literary prizes in general,
which are increasing at a rate
far outpacing the publication of
new works of fiction, the Rohr
Prize is emblematic both of the
heightened stature of Jewish literature and of the Jewish community’s growing willingness to
support Jewish art and culture
as a vital part of Jewish identity
building.
“This does announce how
much value certain people
ascribe to Jewish literature,”
said Ruth Wisse, professor of
Yiddish and comparative literature at Harvard University and
one of the Rohr Prize judges.
“In that sense it’s important
because it’s not just a valuable
prize, it’s a statement about values.”
The prize was established last
April by Rohr’s children to honour the philanthropist’s 80th
birthday. It will be given in alternating years to new works of fiction and non-fiction on themes
of Jewish interest, and is meant
to recognize the “unique role”
of writers in transmitting Jewish
values.
“So many Jews are preoccupied with Jewish identity – what
does it mean, does it matter, is it
cultural, theological, national?”
said Rebecca Goldstein, author
of last year’s prize-winning
Betraying Spinoza and a Rohr
Prize judge. “There’s a sense
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Author Tamar Yellin, winner of the Sami Rohr Prize for Jewish
Literature.

that our literary world, our writers, should provide the answers.
As people look less to rabbis
and organized religion, they are
looking to writers for this.”
The prize also has practical
implications.
“I see it as a subsidy for future
writing,” Rohr explained by email. “Very often great talent is
lost because of the press of the
day-to-day need to earn a basic
living. The prize should alleviate
this pressure, giving the winning
writer the necessary ‘oxygen’
and peace of mind to progress
in his or her writing.”

In fact, Yellin said the prize
money will “definitely” help her
“feel more secure” as she works
on a forthcoming novel.
The business of handing out
Jewish book awards is tricky,
says Stanford University Jewish
studies professor Steven Zipperstein, former chair of the Koret
Jewish Book Awards.
Jewish communal leaders are
“preoccupied with Jewish continuity,” he said, whereas great
artists rarely are. That doesn’t
mean that “subversive or disquieting” books do not help sustain
Jewish culture.

Trust & Estates Group
LAWYERS’ DIVISION
is pleased to invite you to a
seminar on Estate Planning
Wednesday May 9, 2007
Bistro Grande • 1000 Eglinton Ave. W
Registration/Buffet Breakfast 7:30 a.m. • Lectures 8:00-10:00 • Couvert $30

Charles B. Wagner Chair, Trust & Estates Group
will present a paper examining two halachic Living Wills developed and
published by the Commission on Medical Ethics of the Rabbinical
Council of America and Agudath Israel of America respectively and
address whether they are enforceable in Ontario.

Ann Elise Alexander of Torkin Manes Cohen Arbus LLP
certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as a specialist in
Estates and Trust Law, will address the wisdom of individuals transferring real estate and investments to themselves, and another family member, in joint tenancy to avoid probate fees. Her presentation
will address the financial and estate planning pitfalls of that strategy.

Ian Hull of Hull and Hull LLP
certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as a specialist in Estates
and Trust Law, will deliver a paper dealing with the recommended
steps for a to when dealing with someone with questionable capacity
who wants to make a Will.

Archie Rabinowitz of Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP
certified by the Law Society of Upper Canada as a specialist in
Estates and Trust Law, will discuss the future of Trustee Exemption
Clauses in Ontario. His paper will discuss whether the exemption
clause are redundant in Ontario and if not what is their future
application in this Province.

Sponsored by:

and

For information or to register, please call Hyla Reichmann
(416) 633-6224 ext. 128 or email: hreichmann@bnaibrith.ca

“One of the crucial features of
a book award is its willingness
to look at the quality of the work
and not presume that only work
that views Jewish life in a particular way merits commendation,” he said. “That’s a very
tough line to walk.”
The five finalists for the Rohr
Prize all deal openly with conflict. They all focus on troubled
family relationships, two deal
with the Holocaust and two are
set in Israel.
So what makes a book Jewish?
The author, the theme, both?
Sometimes it’s easy to determine – for instance, when a
book is about the Holocaust. In
fact, Goldstein said, the Holocaust turned up more frequently
than any other theme among the
two dozen semifinalists.
“It used to be almost untouchable, and now it’s interesting
how many young writers turn to
it,” she said. “It almost supplies
the answer to what constitutes
Jewish identity.”
On the other hand, the judges
winnowed out several books
from Israel that Goldstein said
were “very strong contenders,”
but which she and her colleagues considered “not specifically Jewish, except that they
were set in Israel.”
Yellin questioned that stance.
“I would say a novel that portrays life in Israel is of Jewish
interest,” she said.
Pointing to another finalist,
Yael Hedaya’s Accidents, a love
story set in modern-day
Jerusalem, she said the novel
“doesn’t wear its Jewish identity
on its sleeve but it’s still very
Jewish.”
The Genizah at the House of
Shepher, on the other hand, is
unarguably a Jewish-themed
work. It tells of an English Jewish woman’s search for a
Hebrew text buried in her family’s home in Jerusalem, and is
interwoven with the story of her
great-grandfather’s 19th-century
emigration from England to
Jerusalem and her father’s
return to England a century
later.
Wisse called the book “beautifully textured, as if it were made
of Jewish threads woven through
the English language.” She said
its theme of dislocation and
wandering is the central story of
Jewish history.
"The book creates a very
interesting connection between
the family’s intricate nature and
the history of the Jews, who
were also suspended, like this
family, between the Land of
Israel and the places where
they have made their homes,”
Wisse said.
In some ways it also parallels
Yellin’s life as the daughter of an
English mother and Jerusalemborn father. Yellin grew up in
England but visited her father’s
family in Israel every year, and
was conscious of her in-between
status.
“I had a very strong sense that
England was my home and
Israel was my home,” she said.
“That feeling is reflected in my
novel.”

